PR HIGHLIGHTS
Coverage from key print outlets includes ALBANY TIMES UNION, CLEVELAND
PLAIN DEALER, DESERET NEWS, PITTSBURGH TRIBUNE-REVIEW, STATEN
ISLAND ADVANCE, SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS NEWS, WASHINGTON POST and
more.
Over 30 online sites requested for review and/or promotion including leading sites
such as EXAMINER and MOVIE CITY NEWS, and top genre sites and podcasts such as
THE DISSOLVE, CINEPHILED, DVD TALK, DVD VERDICT, THE HARVEY AND
BOB SHOW, VIDEO DETECTIVE, QUEERTY, STATIC MULTIMEDIA,
XFINITYTV.COM and more.

“You have to be in the right mood to watch this, but it will have an impact on you.”
-- Albany Times Union
“This is an important issue and I encourage anyone planning to watch the movie
to also search the Internet for opposing positions.”
-- Movie City News.com

What the Critics Are Saying

“This is a must see documentary and it is a keeper for the personal library. Maintain an
open mind when viewing this documentary it is a gut wrenching experience.”
-- Examiner.com
“Tough to watch, this is still a must-see and humane look at our medical system's
heartlessness.”
-- Static Multimedia.com
“More than anything, this is a documentary about breaking down what went wrong. If
you like getting your blood pressure up, you’ll find that you’re almost foaming at the
mouth by the 30 minute marker.”
-- AndersonVision.com
“It’s a powerful and persuasively presented message …”
-- Boston Event Guide
“An important documentary work, everyone should see Who Killed Alex Spourdalakis?
as soon as possible.”
-- Fulvue Drive-In.com
“Who Killed Alex Spourdalakis? is a hard-hitting story. It is not the easiest presentation to
watch by any means. But it does offer a glimmer of hope in its primary bonus featurette
showing that change is possible.”
-- Phil’s Picks.com (Blog)
“The story of Alex is an indictment of our healthcare system’s ability to treat autism
as a disease rather than a psychiatric disorder.”
-- ReelBob.com

What the Critics Are Saying

